
DHL SAMEDAY SPRINTLINE
RAPID ROAD TRANSPORTATION

Emergencies can happen at any time or location, so businesses need to act swiftly to apply the best 
recovery solution. The solution may require rapid transportation of out of gauge parts or shipment 
delivery to a nearby city, region or country. 
In these instances a road based solution 
could be the right or only choice.

With DHL SameDay Sprintline a dedicated 
ground vehicle will sprint your shipment 
to its final destination, taking the fastest, 
most direct route. For regular or specific 
requirements, a hired courier will carry 
out pre‑planned or multi‑drop runs by 
the hour, day or week.

PRODUCT EXAMPLE SITUATION MEETING YOUR NEEDS

DHL SameDay 

Sprintline 

Urgent delivery  

by road.

When there’s a short distance between 

origin and destination and it’s too close 

to fly, typically for transportation across 

country or within the same region or city, 

DHL SameDay Sprintline loses no time 

to deliver. A dedicated ground vehicle 

is arranged to pick up your shipment, 

(that may be too large to ship by air) 

and sprint it to your chosen destination.

n Expedited, point‑to‑point ground transportation

n Pick up within 60 minutes* of order

n Door‑to‑door 24/7/365 service

n One transparent door‑to‑door price

n Secure, dedicated, fast and highly flexible delivery

n Proactive tracking and monitoring from pick up 
through to delivery

n Out of gauge shipment handling

n Dangerous Goods and Temperature‑Controlled 
handling

SOLUTIONS THAT OFFER RAPID TRANSPORTATION BY ROAD

*Excludes out of gauge shipments and remote locations



DHL SameDay Sprintline is a road based emergency solution that rapidly transports shipments of 
virtually any size or weight. Specialist teams will coordinate the dedicated pick up, transport, delivery 
and tracking of your shipment. Each movement is tailored specifically to your needs and proactively 
monitored from origin to destination.

OUR FEATURE YOUR ADVANTAGE HOW YOU BENEFIT

Accompanied road 
transportation

Goods are accompanied by a dedicated 
courier from collection through to 
delivery

Highest level of security 
and protection achieved

Customised point‑to‑point 
delivery 

Rapid transportation when shipment 
size/weight or distance favor a ground 
versus air solution

Fastest possible end‑to‑end delivery

24/7/365 Customer Service Immediate response to your needs 
and continuity of your supply chain

Minimize the impact the emergency 
can cause 

Pick up within 60 minutes* 
of order 

No time wasted waiting for a 
standard scheduled collection 

Your shipments moves 
as soon as it’s ready

Proactive tracking 
and monitoring

Door‑to‑door monitoring and 
management of your shipment 

Specialists proactively monitor your 
shipment against milestone exceptions 

Simple all inclusive rate Quoting made easy, one price for 
end‑to‑end shipping 

You have greater control 
of your logistics costs 

Holiday or weekend 
pick up as standard 

Supply chain continuity 
each and every day

Rapid resolution of emergency situations 
all year round

Industry sector expertise Tailor‑made solutions Effective and reliable solutions 
to fit your specific needs

*Excludes out of gauge shipments and remote locations

For more information please contact your local sales representative or visit us at www.dhlsameday.com


